A Steinbeck Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS

1) James Dean played him
4) Weedpatch was one
8) Tortilla ________
12) Opera solo
14) Plant you need when sunburned
15) Produced
16) Not yours
17) If a _______ is not about the hearer he will not listen
19) Pub
20) East of _______
21) Sweetened, thanks to bees
23) Manganese (periodic abbr.)
24) Popular Steven Spielberg movie
26) Female relatives
28) ________ and Men
32) Sag ________
34) Fit to be
35) Cain's brother
37) Liberal arts undergraduate degree (abbr.)
38) Mr. Ricketts
39) Any chapter of the Koran
40) Land formation
42) Gaps in time
45) Plant stems
47) Steinbeck wrote campaign speeches for this presidential candidate
48) The Call of the Wild Author (initials)
49) Steinbeck's maternal grandmother (initials)
50) Steinbeck did much of this, some with Charley
55) ________ There Was a War
58) Container for sardines
60) Gay
61) Chestnut colored horse
62) Single bills
64) McIntosh and _______. Steinbeck's literary agents
65) Unit of measure
66) What is Charley?
67) Commonly built of twigs
68) He is

DOWN

1) Arthur's castle
2) Dry
3) Draw the ______
4) Money
5) Type of saxophone
6) The ______ is Down
7) Prefix meaning “about”
8) System of radio broadcast
9) Where Doc worked
10) Father in East of Eden
11) Aquatic birds
13) Epic story by Virgil
18) Steinbeck once said 1959 was his happiest
22) To invest with a title, as Steinbeck did of Mary
25) Migrant camp administrator (initials)
27) Steinbeck won this prize
29) Lennie or George worked as one
30) A ________ For Benny
31) Freedom from difficulty
32) Objective case of she
33) Exclamation of sorrow or concern
36) The Wayward ______
40) Sir Thomas
41) Rises to a higher degree
43) Steinbeck's editor and friend, nickname
44) To father
46) Important character in The Grapes of Wrath (initials)
47) Major U.S. manufacturer
51) Soon (archaic)
52) Formal expression of choice
53) Site of ancient Olympics in Greece
54) "a great and interesting story is about everyone or it will not ______.”
56) He built the ark
57) To be concerned
59) New
63) The noblest knight of Arthur's round table (initials)